A one arc-minute resolution gravimetric quasigeoid model has been computed for New Zealand, covering the region 25 • S-60 • S and 160 • E-170 • W. It was calculated by Wong and Gore modified Stokes integration using the remove-compute-restore technique with the EIGEN-6C4 global gravity model as the reference field. The gridded gravity data used for the computation consisted of 40,677 land gravity observations, satellite altimetry-derived marine gravity anomalies, historical shipborne marine gravity observations and, importantly, approximately one million new airborne gravity observations. The airborne data were collected with the specific intention of reinforcing the shortcomings of the existing data in areas of rough topography inaccessible to land gravimetry and in coastal areas where shipborne gravimetry cannot be collected and altimeter-derived gravity anomalies are generally poor. The new quasigeoid has a nominal precision of ± 48 mm on comparison with GPSlevelling data, which is approximately 14 mm less than its predecessor NZGeoid09.
Introduction
In 2009, New Zealand (NZ) officially implemented a gravimetric quasigeoid model (NZGeoid2009; Claessens et al. 2011) as the basis of its national vertical datum (NZVD 2009) . Previously, 13 different local vertical datums (LVDs) were used, each of which were referenced to different tidegauge-based local mean sea level (MSL) estimates. This caused offsets of up to 0.4 m amongst the NZ LVDs. The intention of NZGeoid2009 was to unify the LVDs by esti-mating offsets from the iteratively computed gravimetric quasigeoid model (Amos 2007; Amos and Featherstone 2009; Claessens et al. 2011) .
The gravity data used to compute NZGeoid2009 have some undesirable qualities for quasigeoid modelling. The terrestrial data largely consist of historical measurements of varying accuracy and are unevenly distributed, typically isolated to valleys through areas of rough topography. Additionally, satellite altimetry data are known to be unreliable in coastal areas (e.g. Vignudelli et al. 2011) , and the large survey vessels typically used for shipborne gravimetry cannot navigate close to the coast. For more precise quasigeoid modelling, a dedicated set of gravity observations with a regular spatial distribution (seamlessly onshore and offshore) and consistent precision is needed.
Airborne gravimetry provides such data coverage over otherwise inaccessible areas (coastal areas and in rough topography). Airborne gravity has been shown to be suitable for regional geoid computations (e.g. Schwarz and Li 1996; Bastos et al. 1997; Kearsley et al. 1998; Forsberg et al. 2000; Novaìk et al. 2003; Olesen 2003; Sjöberg and Eshagh 2009; Hájková 2011 ) and has been used extensively for this purpose over the past 10 years [e.g. in Mongolia ), Taiwan (Hwang et al. 2007 ), South Korea (Bae et al. 2012; Yang 2013; Jekeli et al. 2013) , Nepal (Forsberg et al. 2014) , East Malaysia (Jamil et al. 2017) , Antarctica (Scheinert et al. 2008 ) and the US GRAV-D project Li et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017) ]. For these reasons, airborne gravimetry appears well suited to account for the shortcomings of the existing gravity data in NZ to improve the gravimetric quasigeoid model.
We review the surface (land and shipborne) and satellite altimetry-derived gravity data coverage over the NZ region and describe the collection of new airborne gravity data, combination of the data sets using least squares collocation (LSC), and the computation of a refined gravimetric quasigeoid solution. The quasigeoid model was calculated using new software releases, the version 23.1 (Sandwell et al. 2014 ) satellite altimetry-derived marine gravity anomalies and EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al. 2014) , which is the most precise global gravity model (GGM) over NZ in comparison with independent GPS-levelling data.
Surface gravity data

Land gravity data
A network of gravity measurements was established in NZ during the 1940s-1980s, and GNS Science currently maintains the database. It currently consists of 40,677 observations that have been surveyed using relative gravimeters (predominantly Lacoste and Romberg D and G meters), which are tied into the NZ primary gravity network by least squares (Stagpoole 2012; Woodward and Carman 1984) . The database contains the horizontal geodetic positions, normalorthometric heights (and the method used to determine them) in terms of the LVD, gravity values and inner-zone terrain corrections computed from field observations of local topographic height variations.
Due to the historical nature of this database, horizontal and vertical positions of the measurement sites have been obtained by several means. Older horizontal geodetic positions were frequently scaled from 1:250,000 map sheets. These data are only accurate to around 100 m horizontally. Heights for these points were either read from the map sheets or determined using barometers. Newer position measurements have been obtained using GPS, with heights in some cases measured by differential levelling. The inconsistency of these surveying techniques means that the precision of the land data set is variable. Figure 1 shows the 40,677 measurement locations. The observation sites are most dense in regions of scientific interest (e.g. the Taupo volcanic zone in the central North Island, 38.69 • S, 176.07 • E), and they become sparse through areas of rough topography (e.g. the central South Island, 43.2 • S, 170.9 • E) with points typically isolated to valleys largely due to inaccessibility. In the areas of rough topography, the gravity field is coarse which equates to more variability in the quasigeoid surface. To avoid aliasing in the gravity signal and thus the modelled quasigeoid surface, these regions conversely need the densest data coverage. For this reason, these data alone are not ideally suited for quasigeoid computations.
To prepare the terrestrial data for further processing and augmentation with other gravity data, we reduced the gravity measurements to refined Bouguer gravity anomalies. First, the LVD offsets determined by Claessens et al. (2011) were used to update the normal-orthometric heights specified in the database so that they are in terms of a consistent vertical datum. We then subtracted (i) the normal gravity of the GRS80 reference ellipsoid (Moritz 1980a ) and then (ii) added the first-and second-order free air corrections (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967, p. 80) , (iii) the Bouguer slab correction given by − 0.0419 ρh (using the topographic bulk density of ρ = 2670 kg/m 3 ) and (iv) terrain corrections.
The terrain corrections were computed by prism integration using an 8-m digital elevation model (DEM; NZ 8-m Digital Elevation Model, 2012, from https://data.linz.govt. nz, McCubbine et al. 2017) . Inaccurate horizontal positioning causes large errors when computing terrain corrections Fig. 1 Coverage of the 40,677 land gravity observation sites over North Island, South Island and Stewart Island of New Zealand. The coverage is unevenly distributed and sparse through the central South Island where the topography is rough from a DEM, particularly in steep terrain. To reduce these errors, we computed inner-zone (out to radius of the inner terrain correction recorded in the database, typically 170 m) and outer-zone terrain corrections (out to 120 km from the edge of the inner-zone correction) separately. We then determined a composite solution of DEM and terrain corrections derived from field observations in the database. DEM-derived terrain correction was only used for the inner zone where they were small (≤ 0.1 mGal) compared to field-observation-derived terrain corrections (> 0.1 mGal).
There are no error estimates for any of the measurements in the land gravity database. We have therefore crudely approximated the precision of the land Bouguer gravity anomalies by evaluating the precision of the recorded elevations and then propagating this accuracy value into the free air and Bouguer slab corrections, i.e. for an estimated height error given by σ h , the corresponding error estimate for the Bouguer gravity anomaly σ g B is
Three methods have been used throughout the database to establish heights: (i) barometric heights, (ii) spot heights (read from map sheets) and (iii) levelling/differential GPS heights. Levelling/differential GPS heights are estimated to be approximately 0.15 m precise on average in Stagpoole (2012) . All data points with a type (iii) height have been assigned a standard deviation (SD) value of (0.3086 − 0.0419ρ) 0.15 = 0.03 mGal. This is likely to be an over estimate of the precision of these data; however, it is the best possible estimate given the lack of further precision estimates in the database.
The DEM was constructed from 10-m contours and as a result has a stated approximate precision of 10 m. We refined the 10 m estimate by taking the differences between the recorded heights of data points of type (iii) and heights interpolated from the 8-m DEM. This set of differences had a SD of 7.57 m, which leads to an accuracy estimate of the DEM heights given by √ 7.57 2 − 0.15 2 ≈ 7.57 m. The differences between heights of data points of type (ii) and interpolated heights of the 8-m DEM have a SD of 7.82 m. This implies that type (ii) heights can be approximated to be √ 7.82 2 − 7.57 2 ≈ 1.96 m accurate. Similarly, heights of type (i) have been determined to be √ 11.83 2 − 7.57 2 ≈ 9.1 m. These height error SD estimates give Bouguer gravity anomaly error SD approximations of 0.39 and 1.7 mGal, respectively. These precision estimates agree with similar calculations performed by Reilly (1972) .
Shipborne gravity data
Marine gravity observations have been collected in the NZ region over a time period spanning 50 years. Measurements from separate surveys were unified by a crossover adjustment performed by Intrepid Geophysics (Amos et al. 2005) and put into a single database. The database contains around two million individual survey measurements of gravity values, horizontal coordinates (GRS80) normal gravity, Eötvos corrections and free air anomalies. Terrain corrections were computed by prism integration from a 64-m DEM (block averaged from the finer NZ 8-m DEM, for faster computation). These corrections only account for the effect of the topography above MSL, i.e. they do not include bathymetry. These terrain corrections were then added to the near-coastal free air anomalies in the marine database. The spatial coverage of these data is shown in Fig. 2 .
The precision of the shipborne data was assessed by Amos et al. (2005) by evaluating the differences between free air anomaly data at survey line intersection points (crossovers). The set of all crossover differences had a SD of 2 mGal. A crossover adjustment was applied to the data, which reduced the SD of the crossover differences to 0.3 mGal. We have chosen the value of 2 mGal as the precision estimate of the data since the crossover adjustment is constrained at the intersection points. In the open ocean, the shipborne data are typically isolated to areas of scientific interest. The lack of data very close to the NZ coast is problematic for interpolating concatenated terrestrial and shipborne data over the littoral zone. For this reason, the data must be supplemented with other gravity data sets for quasigeoid computations.
Satellite altimetry
Satellite altimetry-derived gravity anomalies have been used to supplement the shipborne gravity data for previous gravimetric quasigeoid computations over NZ (Amos et al. 2005; Amos 2007; Claessens et al. 2011) . For this new quasigeoid computation, we extracted the one arc-minute resolution Sandwell et al. (2014) satellite altimetry-derived gravity anomaly grid (version 23.1) from http://topex.ucsd.edu/cgibin/get_data.cgi over the intended computation area (25 • S-60 • S and 160 • E-170 • W). The Sandwell et al. (2014) grid was chosen over other satellite altimetry-derived gravity anomalies simply because it comes with error estimates (Fig. 3) , which are important for appropriately augmenting these data with other gravity anomalies via LSC (Sect. 5).
In comparison with previous releases, the version 23.1 grid includes data from two new satellite altimeters, CryoSat-2 and Jason-1 (contributing over 70 months of data), that have been augmented with older altimeter data from Geosat and ERS-1. The new data are reported to have resulted in an improvement of a factor of 2-4 in the marine gravity field (Sandwell et al. 2014) , which occurs mostly in the 12-40 km wavelengths. Onshore, the Sandwell data are from EGM2008 (Pavlis et al. 2012 (Pavlis et al. , 2013 ), so we masked and removed these data to obtain only offshore data. Finally, we corrected the near-coast offshore free air gravity anomaly data for the gravitational effect of the onshore topography, as was done for the ship-track gravity data.
The Sandwell error map ( Fig. 3) shows that the free air anomaly data are generally accurate to approximately 1.5 mGal in the open ocean. Near the coast, however, the gridded error estimates frequently exceed 20 mGal. The larger values at the coast are due to unreliable altimetry observations that have been used to determine the gravity anomalies (cf. Vignudelli et al. 2011) . This indicates that these gravity data are not ideally suited to be used in conjunction with land data for interpolation over the littoral zone. Preferably, they should be reinforced with other measurements, such as airborne gravity data, which seamlessly cover the littoral zone.
Scalar airborne gravity survey
Between September 2013 and June 2014, Land Information New Zealand (LINZ), in collaboration with GNS Science and Victoria University of Wellington, conducted the first These are largest in the coastal regions and areas of strong and variable ocean currents. Scale is in mGal nationwide airborne gravity survey across NZ. The primary intention of the airborne survey was to obtain gravity measurements that reduce the shortcomings of the existing gravity data (Sect. 2) for the computation of a new gravimetric quasigeoid model (Sect. 6). The survey fight lines (Fig. 4) were spaced at ∼ 10-km intervals across the whole country, extend at least 20 km offshore to cover the areas where satellite altimetry gravity data are poorer (cf. Fig. 3 ) and shiptrack data are sparse (cf. Fig. 2 ), and were chosen to be as long as possible to increase data capture.
Perpendicular cross lines (spaced at 100 km) were included to investigate the internal consistency of the data at crossover points and two "calibration" lines (flown five times each) were included to evaluate the repeatability of the data. Each survey line was flown at a near-constant speed (approximately 130 knots). Flight line altitudes were varied between 1 km and 4 km to obtain measurements as close to the topographic surface as possible to reduce short wavelength attenuation of the gravity signal. A Piper Chieftain (ZLS-RDT) aircraft was selected due to its long endurance of around 7 h. 3D position measurements were made at a frequency of 1 Hz using a dual-frequency Novatel GNSS receiver with the antenna mounted on the aircraft roof directly above (1.32 m) the airborne gravimeter (described below). The GNSS data were post-processed by LINZ using the software package Waypoint GrafNav 8.40. Up to six base stations from the LINZ PositioNZ network (linz.govt.nz/positionz) were used to process the position solutions with the "GNSS Airborne (high altitude)" method and "dual-frequency carrier phase" option. The geodetic coordinates from the processing are in terms of the GRS80 reference ellipsoid and NZGD2000 datum; ellipsoidal heights were converted to heights above the quasigeoid using NZGeoid2009.
Relative gravity measurements were made at a frequency of 1 Hz using a ZLS Lacoste and Romberg model S80 gravimeter (provided by GNS Science). The relative gravity data were referenced to the existing NZ gravity database datum using gravity values established by GNS Science at the airports the aircraft operated out of (Fig. 4) . Free air gravity anomalies were determined from the raw flight line measurements following the methodology of Olesen (2003) (also see McCubbine 2016, chapter 6; McCubbine et al. 2017) .
The gravitational effect of the terrain above MSL was computed at each airborne measurement location by 3D prism integration (McCubbine 2016, chapter 6; McCubbine et al. 2017 ) using a 64-m DEM (block averaged from the finer NZ 8-m DEM for faster computation) and subtracted from the free air anomalies to obtain Bouguer gravity anomalies. These refined Bouguer gravity anomaly data along each flight line were then low-pass filtered with a 1D Gaussian filter. The low-pass filtering was performed to reduce errors in the gravity data which dominate the high frequencies. These errors propagate from multiple sources into the data, e.g. numerical derivatives of the GPS height to determine the aircraft's vertical accelerations, gravimeter reading errors and the use of a DEM to determine terrain corrections. The choice of a Gaussian along-track filter is somewhat subjective; it is not optimal (Childers et al. 1999) , but is easy to implement. The filter length was determined to be 120 s by minimising the mismatch between data at fight line intersection points (crossovers). With consideration to the 1 Hz logging frequency and the 130 knot speed of the aircraft, the along-track data have a spatial resolution of ∼ 8 km (the cross track resolution is ∼ 10 km; Fig. 4) .
During the airborne gravity data collection, flight conditions were variable and turbulence corrupted the quality of some data. This was particularly prominent through the mountainous regions of the South Island, where there are strong winds. Periods of heavy turbulence were noted in an in-flight log. These sections of track were later compared to data along neighbouring/adjacent flight lines and the land gravity (Sect. 2.1) to confirm where corrupted sections of data had been recorded. Overall, 6.8% of the airborne gravity data were identified as erroneous and subsequently excluded from further processing; they can be seen as blank spaces along the flight lines in Fig. 5 (cf. Fig. 4) .
The precision of the airborne data was evaluated using three different metrics: (i) crossover differences, (ii) repeat flight lines and (iii) comparison of the repeat line data to land gravity anomalies.
(i) The crossover differences at 388 flight line intersection points had a SD of 6.33 mGal. This value was heavily influenced by the filter length, choice of gravity anomaly type (free air/ Bouguer) and elevation differences between flight lines. For these reasons, we consider this precision metric to be the most unreliable (cf. McCubbine 2016). (ii) Data were collected for five repeat flights (marked in red in Fig. 4 ). The SDs of each of the two data sets from the mean were 2.21 and 2.53 mGal. (iii) New ground-based gravity observations were collected beneath the two repeat airborne flight lines by GNS Science using a Lacoste and Romberg D meter. The airborne gravity data were downward continued using LSC (cf. Sect. 5) and interpolated to the ground-based gravity observation sites. The airborne and ground- Fig. 4) show where suspect data have been removed. Scale is in mGal based data gave differences with SDs of 2.13 and 3.28 mGal for the two calibration lines.
From these precision estimates combined, we estimate that the nominal precision of the airborne gravity data is around 3 mGal.
Global gravity models
The gridding of the gravity data and subsequent quasigeoid computations both required the use of GGMs. We compared all GGMs (released after 2008 and before 2016) from http:// icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/ to ground-truth data over NZ. The spherical harmonic synthesis was performed using isGrafLab (Bucha and Janák 2014) to compute gravity functionals at the topographic surface of the Earth. Ellipsoidal gravity anomalies and height anomalies were determined for each GGM and compared to the 40,677 terrestrial gravity data and 1422 GNSS-levelling-derived quasigeoid heights, provided by LINZ. Each GGM was evaluated up to its maximum degree and order. Of the satellite-only GGMs, GOCE Direct 5 (Bruinsma et al. 2013 ) fitted the terrestrial free air anomaly data and the GNSS-levelling-derived height anomalies the best. Of the combined GGMs, EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al. 2014) fitted the GPS-levelling-derived quasigeoid heights best, whilst EGM2008 (Pavlis et al. 2012 (Pavlis et al. , 2013 fitted the terrestrial gravity data best (Tables 1, 2 ). The negative mean of the GGM/terrestrial observation gravity differences in Table 1 is attributable to the bulk of the measurements being made in valleys through the rough topography of central South Island.
We estimated LVD offset values by calculating the mean of the GGM height anomalies/GPS-levelling-derived height anomalies differences in each LVD. We then subtracted the LVD offset values from the differences prior to calculating the statistics in Table 2 . For this reason, the mean GGM height anomalies/GPS-levelling-derived height anomalies differences are zero and so are not given in Table 2 . The statistics of the LVD offset values calculated for each GGM are given in Table 3 .
The terrestrial gravity data are not independent of the EIGEN-6C4 and EGM2008 combined GGMs. Also, the terrestrial data were used to determine a wider spectral range of spherical harmonic coefficients for EGM2008 than for EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al. 2014 ), so we consider this comparison to be unreliable. Since EIGEN-6C4 fitted the GPS-levelling quasigeoid heights the best, which is an independent data set, we consider it to be the more appropriate Values are in meters model for the remove-compute-restore quasigeoid computations in NZ.
Downward continuation of the airborne data and merging the data sets
Prior to quasigeoid computation, the airborne gravity data must be downward continued (DWC) to the Earth's surface. DWC is notoriously ill-posed and amplifies high-frequency noise. There are many options (and regularisations) for DWC, but we chose 3D LSC because it can simultaneously DWC the airborne data and merge it with the land, shipborne and altimeter data in a single procedure. We used LSC with the planar logarithmic covariance term from Forsberg (1987) ; also see (Forsberg 1987 (Forsberg , 2002 Forsberg et al. 2007 Forsberg et al. , 2014 . This is
with
where r is the planar distance between gravity observation sites g 1 and g 2 and h 1 and h 2 are their heights, α k = [1, − 3, 3, − 1], C 0 is the variance of the measurements g and D k = D + kT and T are analytical parameters fitted to the empirical spatial covariance's of g. The merged gravity grids cover the region 25 • S-60 • S and 160 • E-170 • W with one arc-minute grid node spacing and topographic height values determined by block averaging the 8-m DEM. We performed the processing using the remove-compute-restore (RCR) technique. RCR decomposes the gravity anomaly into three parts (Eq. 4) to avoid interpolating long wavelengths and ensures the interpolated gravity signal has a zero mean which is a requirement of LSC
Here, g is the refined Bouguer gravity anomaly (determined to be the preferable gravity anomaly type for interpolation in NZ by Amos and Featherstone 2004) , g GGM is an ellipsoidal free air gravity anomaly determined from the long-wavelength GOCE Direct 5 GGM, evaluated up to degree and order 300, δg TC is a topographic correction determined from a long-wavelength DEM (which accounts for the gravitational effect of topography in the GGM), and g is the residual gravity anomaly which is to be interpolated in LSC.
After interpolating the residual gravity signal, g GGM and δg TC were added back at the interpolation grid nodes.
Satellite-only global gravity model GOCE Direct 5 was used to determine the long-wavelength gravity anomaly, g GGM , since it is independent of all of the data sets and is the most accurate satellite-only model over NZ (Tables 1,  2) . Following Forsberg et al. (2014) , we low-pass filtered the DEM and calculated the long-wavelength topographical effect, δg TC , by prism integration . A 2D Gaussian filter with a cut-off frequency of 1.2 • was applied to the DEM. This caused the frequency content of the filtered DEM, and the subsequently derived gravitational effect of the topography (δg TC ), to match that of the gravitational effect of terrain in the GOCE Direct 5 GGM gravity anomalies.
These two components were then subtracted from the refined Bouguer gravity anomalies to obtain residual gravity anomalies (Eq. 4). Next, we generated empirical spatial covariance estimates from the set of all residual gravity anomalies (i.e. calculated using for the airborne, terrestrial, shipborne and satellite altimetry anomalies). The planar logarithmic covariance function (Eqs. 1, 2) parameters were then fitted to the empirical covariances of the residual gravity data. The optimal fit, determined by parameter sweeps, was given by C 0 = 576.42 mGal 2 , D = 23.5 km and T = 46.5 km. Onshore, the filtered airborne gravity data influenced the parameter fit the most due to the large spatial density of observations along the survey lines. This means that the LSC covariance function has largely been fitted to a frequency band signal occupied by these data, rather than the comparatively higher frequencies present in the terrestrial gravity observations.
Diagonal entries in the variance-covariance matrix N for entries that correspond to the terrestrial, shipborne and satellite altimetry data have been assigned values equal to the variance of the respective accuracy estimates given in Sect. 2. This ensures the contribution of the data to the interpolated signal is weighted appropriately; data with larger error values will influence the interpolated values less. Errors in all these data sets are assumed to be independent.
We estimated the precision of the airborne data to be approximately 3 mGal (Sect. 3). For this reason, diagonal entries in the variance-covariance matrix N corresponding to the airborne data were assigned a value of 9 mGal 2 . However, the aggressive along-track filtering of the airborne data causes correlated errors. This means that N must also contain off-diagonal elements for entries corresponding to the airborne data.
The filter applied to the airborne data was implemented as a weighted average in the time domain with a window length of k. For two residual gravity observations g n and g n+t along the same flight line separated by time t, the corresponding 
where w j are the weights of the moving average (determined here by the Gaussian window function) and σ 2 is the noise variance (estimated to be 9 mGal 2 ). We found that the inclusion of off-diagonal noise matrix terms prevented the contribution of the ground-based data being completely overwhelmed by the higher spatial density of the airborne gravity data. This is desirable since the airborne data do not capture the high frequencies as well as the ground-based data and they are generally less accurate . Figure 6a , b shows the Bouguer gravity anomaly and the corresponding LSC interpolation error SDs gridded at the surface of the Earth, using all available gravity data sources. Over the littoral zone, the error grid of the combined data (Fig. 6b) is comparatively more homogenous than the error grid supplied with the satellite altimetry data (cf. Fig. 3 ). This is because the airborne data cover these areas seamlessly with uniform coverage and near-consistent precision.
To investigate the contribution of the airborne gravity data to the gridded gravity anomalies, they were excluded from the LSC interpolation process. This produced a second gravity anomaly grid, which is independent of the airborne data. The difference between the Bouguer anomalies determined with and without the airborne data was then calculated (Fig. 7) . The differences are generally small and are isolated to areas of rough topography and around the coast, as expected because of the deficiencies in the NZ data (Sect. 1). In these areas, the terrestrial data are sparse and the satellite altimetry data have large uncertainties. Elsewhere onshore, the terrestrial data are sufficiently dense and precise so the less precise airborne data contribute less in these well-surveyed regions. The corresponding effects on the quasigeoid will be explored in Sect. 6.4. 
Gravimetric quasigeoid computations
Molodensky-type gravity anomalies
We computed a gravimetric quasigeoid by numerical integration of gravity anomalies gridded at the surface of the Earth and ocean. The Molodensky gravity anomaly can be approximated by adding terrain corrections to gridded free air anomalies (Moritz 1968; Sideris 1990 ), or equivalently restoring the effect of a Bouguer slab of topography to gridded refined Bouguer gravity anomalies (cf. Featherstone and Kirby 2000) . This is only an approximation to the Molodensky gravity anomaly, because Wang (1993) indicates that approximating the Molodensky anomaly with the terraincorrected free air gravity anomaly introduces discrepancies into quasigeoid, particularly in regions of high terrain.
Similar to the approach of Amos (2007) and Claessens et al. (2011) , we obtained terrain-corrected free air gravity anomaly grids by restoring the effect of a Bouguer slab of topography (0.0419ρh) to the gridded refined Bouguer gravity anomalies. An average rock density of 2670 kg m −3 was used for the restoration, and the heights h were extracted from the block-averaged one arc-minute DEM, used for the LSC gridding. This approach avoids interpolating free air gravity anomalies on to a grid directly, which can alias the effect of topography (e.g. Featherstone and Kirby 2000).
Computational procedures
We computed the residual gravimetric quasigeoid height at each grid node using the RCR technique, evaluating a modified Stokes's integral over the residual gravity signal by the 1D Fourier transform method (Haagmans et al. 1993 ). The combined global gravity model EIGEN-6C4 had the best agreement with ground-truth GPS-levelling data across NZ (Tables 1, 2) , so we chose it to be used as the reference field ( g L and N L ) in the RCR. MATLAB software package isGrafLab (Bucha and Janák 2014) was used to perform the spherical harmonic synthesis at the Earth's surface. We subtracted the EIGEN-6C4 area-mean ellipsoidal gravity (cf Featherstone et al. 2017, Sect. 2.3) anomaly from the gridded gravity anomaly to compute the residual gravity anomaly g H (Fig. 8b) . The residual anomalies have significantly smaller amplitude features (minimum − 142.56, maximum 146.28 and SD of 3.96 mGal) than the terrain-corrected free air anomaly (minimum − 252.64, maximum 314.22 and SD of 36.14 mGal), and the largest residual gravity anomalies were located where the gravity field is coarsest. Statistics of the residual gravity anomalies are given in the caption of Fig. 8b for the whole grid and onshore areas only. The onshore residual gravity anomaly is smaller in SD than the values in Table 1 since the LSC gridding procedure incorporated the airborne gravity and smooths out some of the high-frequency signal in the terrestrial gravity anomalies when using a one arc-minute grid.
We numerically evaluated Stokes's integral with Curtin University's software FFTmod1D2011.f on the residual gravity grid, which has been adapted from the code used to compute NZGeoid09 ) through the addition of Gauss Legendre quadrature . Several residual quasigeoid solutions were obtained for spherical integration caps varying from 0.5 • to 5 • radius in 0.5 • increments. Additionally, we experimented with three types of Stokes's kernel for the integration: the unmodified [spherical] kernel, the Featherstone et al. (1998) modified Stokes kernel, and the Wong and Gore (1969) modified [spheroidal] Stokes kernel. Similarly to the integration cap, the modified kernels partially high pass filter the residual quasigeoid signal (Vaníček and Featherstone 1998) . Residual quasigeoid solutions for modification degrees of 0 (i.e. unmodified) up to 360 with 20 • increments were calculated using both types of modified Stokes kernel.
We then restored the EIGEN-6C4 quasigeoid height synthesised on the Earth's surface using isGrafLab to the individual residual quasigeoid models. This resulted in a total of 370 separate quasigeoid solutions, one for each modification type, degree and integration cap parameter combination. 
Evaluation
We bi-cubically interpolated each of the gridded quasigeoid solutions to the locations of 1442 GPS-levelling quasigeoid heights and calculated the SD of the differences, after removing the LVD offsets. This was done for each parameter variation of the modified kernel type, modification degree and integration cap radius.
Quasigeoid solutions determined using the Featherstone et al. (1998) modified kernel with modification degrees less than 120 failed to offer any improvements over the EIGEN-6C4 global gravity model, with respect to their agreement with the GPS-levelling data. Moreover, quasigeoid solutions determined using modification degrees greater than 120 produced unreliable solutions, where the SD of the quasigeoid/GPS-levelling differences varied drastically and were highly sensitive to the choice of integration cap. This is due to the instability of this kernel for high modification degrees, as noted in Featherstone (2003) ; also see Li and Wang (2011) . We obtained more consistent results for the higher modification degrees using the Wong and Gore (1969) modified kernel. Figure 9 shows the SD of the quasigeoid/GPS-levelling differences for each integration cap and modification degree of the Wong and Gore (1969) kernel and unmodified [spherical] Stokes kernel (i.e. modification degree of zero). The SD of the EIGEN-6C4/GPS-levelling differences (dotted blue line in Fig. 9 ) corresponds to an integration cap of 0 • (i.e. no integration). For all integration caps larger than 1.5 • , a minimum in the SD was given by a modification degree of 160. The use of the unmodified [spherical] Stokes kernel (zero on the X-axis in Fig. 9) gives worse results because it is not as powerful a filter as the modified kernels (cf. Vaníček and Featherstone 1998) and is consistent with results found in Australia (e.g. Featherstone et al. 1998 Featherstone et al. , 2011 Featherstone et al. , 2017 and elsewhere (e.g. Li and Wang 2011) .
The preferred quasigeoid solution was computed with an integration cap of 2.5 • and a Wong and Gore (1969) modifi- Fig. 9 Standard deviation in cm of the gravimetric quasigeoid/GPSlevelling differences for each integration cap and modification degree using the Wong and Gore (1969) modified kernel cation degree of 160. The statistics of the differences between this quasigeoid and the GPS-levelling are: min − 0.281 m, max 0.279 m and SD 0.048 m. The SD of ± 48 mm is approximately 4 mm lower than EIGEN-6C4. The mean of the differences is zero since the LVD offsets have been removed. Figure 10a , b shows the corresponding residual gravimetric quasigeoid and the restored quasigeoid (residual quasigeoid plus the EIGEN-6C4 quasigeoid height) over the computation region. LVD offset values were computed by calculating the mean of GPS-levelling-derived height anomalies minus the quasigeoid solution for the data points in each LVD. The official LVD offset values are given at https://www.linz.govt.nz/data/ geodetic-services/coordinate-conversion.
Contribution of airborne gravity data
To validate the contribution of the airborne gravity data, we repeated the gravimetric quasigeoid computations using the gridded gravity anomaly determined without the airborne gravity. We similarly compared each of these quasigeoid solutions to the GPS-levelling data. Using this grid of gravity data, the optimal (when compared with GPS-levelling) integration parameters in this case were a cap radius of 2.5 • and a modification degree of 180. For all integration parameter choices, the agreement between the gravimetric quasigeoid height and the GPS-levelling data was worse than the corresponding quasigeoid determined with the airborne data. This demonstrates that the airborne data do improve the situation. Figure 11a shows the SD of the interpolated quasigeoid/ GPS-levelling differences determined with the integration cap radius of 2.5 • with and without the airborne data. The improvement using the airborne data is most evident at lower modification degrees and attenuates as the modification degree increases; this can be seen in Fig. 11b . The difference between the quasigeoid models computed with and without the airborne gravity data with an integration cap of 2.5 • and modification degree of 160 is shown in Fig. 12 .
Similarly to Fig. 7, Fig. 12 shows that the differences are isolated to regions where land-based gravity measurements are less dense (e.g. through the rough topography of the South Island) and over coastal regions where the satellite altimetry data are unreliable. Unfortunately, GPS-levelling data are also sparse or non-existent in these areas. Over regions where the terrestrial data are dense, the airborne data will predominately contribute to the longer wavelengths of the gridded gravity signal, which are not adequately sampled by the small dense blocks of terrestrial data. This makes it difficult to evaluate the true contribution of the airborne data to the higher frequencies of the quasigeoid signal and suggests the improvement is generally at very long wavelengths, which is misleading. The contribution of the airborne data to the high frequencies of the quasigeoid signal will not be easy to ascertain until more GNSS-levelling data become available, particularly in areas where the terrestrial gravity data are sparse. This is unlikely however, as areas that are inaccessible to gravimetry are also inaccessible to GPS and differential levelling. 
Summary and concluding remarks
We have computed a gravimetric quasigeoid model over the New Zealand region that incorporates new airborne gravity data over the whole nation. The airborne data remedy unde- Fig. 11 a Standard deviation of the quasigeoid/GPS-levelling differences determined with the integration cap radius of 2.5 • with and without the airborne data. b Difference between the solutions with and without the airborne (i.e. the red minus green curve in a) sirable qualities of the existing land and shipborne gravity data and satellite altimetry-derived gravity anomalies, in particular through rough topography where terrestrial gravity observations are sparse, and in coastal areas where the altimeter data are unreliable and shipborne data are sparse.
The terrestrial, shipborne, altimeter and airborne gravity observations were reduced to refined Bouguer gravity anomalies and then combined onto a single grid at the topographic surface using least squares collocation, taking into account the respective relative precisions of the data sets. These gridded data were then converted to approximate Molodensky gravity anomalies, by adding the Bouguer plate term (i.e. terrain-corrected free air anomalies). These were subsequently used to determine quasigeoid heights using Wong and Gore (1969) modified Stokes integration and the remove-compute-restore technique with the EIGEN-6C4 global gravity model as the reference field.
A range of integration parameters were explored, and a modification degree of 160 and integration cap radius of 2.5 • gave a quasigeoid that fitted 1422 independent GPSlevelling-derived quasigeoid heights the best, after removal of offsets between the different levelling datums in New Zealand. With respect to the SD of the differences between the gravimetric quasigeoid and the GPS-levelling data, the new quasigeoid is approximately 4 mm more precise than EIGEN-6C4 and 14 mm more precise than NZGeoid2009.
To investigate the contribution of the new airborne gravimetry data to the quasigeoid modelling, a second set of solutions was obtained without the airborne gravity data. The largest-magnitude change in quasigeoid heights after including the airborne data was 0.122 m. The quasigeoid heights computed with the airborne gravity data were consistently more precise on comparison with the GPS-levelling data for each set of integration parameters. This confirms that inclusion of the new airborne data improves the gravimetric quasigeoid model over New Zealand.
